Parts of the UBER CABLE:
DIN: Connection point to the model 100 series computer. Simply plug it into the jack labeled ‘Cassette’.
Remote: Nothing has changed about this. Functions in the same way as an original Radio Shack data cable.
Under many circumstances it’s ok to not use this plug such as when you are transferring small files and
(.ba) programs. In some situations however, it is very important. For example, when large text files are
being downloaded to the model 100. The computer will send a signal out via the Remote plug to turn a
cassette player on and off. The pausing of the tape allows the computer to regulate the download until
it’s ready for the next chunk of information. If you have an audio playback device without a REM jack
you can always solder one in if you know a little about electronics and can use a soldering iron.
Otherwise a “manual method” can be used: during the file download to the model 100 you will hear a
clicking sound from an internal relay. When the relay clicks you must manually pause your audio
playback device. When the relay clicks again resume playback from your audio device. Note: Just about
any analog tape recorder will have a remote jack or one can be easily soldered into it. However, digital
recording devices and mp3 players don’t have remote jacks and are problematic at best for soldering in
a remote jack.
Input: This is the same as the “EAR” on the original RS cable. Receives audio from your audio device and
allows data to be transferred to the model 100. Plugs into the EAR or HEADPHONE jack. Without
going into details I will say that this plug has been enhanced. This means that downloads from the
more modern audio devices (MD players, MP3 players) is now possible.
Output:
The UBER CABLE has a variety of output options depending on which version of the cable you have.
The Recording Cable has a plug at both ends. One end is connected to the REC/AUX or MIC jack of
your recorder. The other end is connected to the main body of the UBER CABLE itself. Your general
options include HI, LO, and ISO. Please look at the ‘Guidelines’ section for ideas on which output to use
with your particular recorder.

Other things you need to know:
Notes on using analog recording devices:
There are many potential problems associated with these machines. Overall the most common ones involve the
recorder in question falling out of calibration. This could be caused by the bands in the recorder becoming loose
due to age, the running speed of the recorder not set correctly, or the position of the recording/ playback head
having been shifted ever so slightly. In a situation like this it’s possible for the device to record and playback files
in a seemingly normal manner. However, when a tape made with this machine is used in another for playback and
download it doesn’t work properly. A method for testing and adjusting your analog recorder is to use a Industry
Standard Calibration Tape. An Audio Video repair shop can tell you more about them.
• Generally, high end (metal) cassette tapes should not be used.

• Over an extended period of time, or with exposure to high heat levels, the tape in a cassette can stretch and
have difficulty playing normally.
• The recording speed should be set to 2.4 not 1.2 when using a micro cassette.
• Always take note of the settings on your recorder, such as the volume level, before transferring files.
• The quality of file transfers can be adversely affected by weak batteries.
• Recorders that are plugged into an AC source of power might introduce line noise over the recording/ playback.
• If you decide to solder in your own REMote jack it must be soldered in line with the motor and it’s (+)positive
wire, not with the (+) positive wire of the recorder’s power source.
• Tape heads should be cleaned and de-magnetized on a regular basis.
• If you are having trouble with downloads you should use the ‘SOUND OFF’ command in basic.
• Some recorders have been known to reduce the output at the EAR or HEADPHONE jack when something is
plugged into the MIC jack. When downloading problems occur try unplugging any connection you have with
MIC jack.
• In BASIC you should use the CLOAD? Command to verify the saving of programs.

Notes on using digital recording devices:
I highly recommend using a digital recorder for the reliable storage of your model 100 programs. There are so
many positive reasons for using such a device that I won’t even bother to touch upon them. However, I do need
to point out the negative aspects, minimal as they are:
• As stated before, the option of using a REMOTE jack may be non-existent. This will affect your ability to
download ASCII and TEXT files. Manual pausing of the playback may be required.
• If you save a file and the batteries in your recorder are weak it might cause trouble for you during playback.
• If you are having trouble with downloads you should use the ‘SOUND OFF’ command in basic.
• In BASIC you should use the CLOAD? Command to verify the saving of programs.
• Always take note of the settings on your recorder, such as the volume level, before transferring files.
• Archived files should be saved to MP3 format: 128kbps optimal. 96kbps bare minimum.

GUIDELINES:
Perhaps the main problem with saving model 100 programs is making a good match between the output of the
computer and the input of the recording device. If your recorder has a ‘AUX’ or ‘LINE IN’ connection then you
are good to go. Connect one end of the recording cable to this and the other to the UBER CABLE’s ‘HI’ jack.
Note: if your U.C. has a switch on it push the switch to the LEFT (position A). This is it’s normal position. If your
recorder has a ‘MIC’ input then some testing has to be done.
Following these steps will help you to determine the best setting for your ‘MIC’ input recorder. This requires
patience and for you to take notes. First, type in a program on the model 100. Type SAVE “test.ba”. Then type
LOAD “test.ba”. You have now made a program, and saved it to the computer’s memory. The next step is to
CSAVE the program different times using the different configurations of the UBER CABLE (depending on your
model of cable). You will then playback the different files to determine which version (and UBER CABLE
configuration) is best for you. Obviously, the version of the program file that loads determines the UBER CABLE
configuration that you need. If all files fail to load then try playing them back again, this time adjusting the
volume level to a different point. Below are some recorders, combinations and settings that I found to work well.
Recorder: Radio Shack CCR units 81 82 83
Recorder Settings: various
UBER CABLE configuration: HI, switch to LEFT (position A).
Recorder: Radio Shack CTR or any ordinary ‘book size’ recorder.
Recorder Settings: various
UBER CABLE configuration: HI, switch to LEFT (position A).
Recorder: Sanyo MD recorder model
Recorder Settings: use line input. Set level to about 80%.
UBER CABLE configuration: HI, switch to LEFT (position A).
Recorder: Aiwa M110 micro cassette recorder.
Recorder Settings: Playback at full volume.
UBER CABLE configuration: LO.
Recorder: IRIVER IFP 100 series. Note: microphone element was taken out and an internal jack added in it’s
place.
Recorder Settings: Volume set to max. *recording m100 files will be bad if battery is weak < 2 bars remaining.
UBER CABLE configuration: ISO
Recorder: IRIVER IFP 300 series.
Recorder Settings: line input.
UBER CABLE configuration: HI, switch to LEFT (position A).
Recorder: Olympus Digital Voice Recorder VN-240 (or any recorder in this series).
Recorder Settings: Hi quality, mic to hi. Playback volume set to 2.
UBER CABLE configuration: Hi, switch to RIGHT (position B).

